The Structure of Architecture
Role of the “New” Computational Designer
With specific reference to Structure, as the underlying organization of tectonic form,
pattern, space and ultimately Architecture, Daniel Bosia will discuss the role of the
contemporary Computational Designer in the dialogue between architects and engineers,
but also clients and fabricators.
The presentation will consist of a brief journey through a selection of projects of the last
15 years that illustrates the evolution of this “quasi-discipline”. From early algorithmic
work, to parametric optimization, to real-time form-finding and design, Daniel will show
how technical disciplines have become more and more engrained within the design
process, not just in academic experimentations and speculations but within applied,
market changing projects.
Through collaborations with of signature architects and artists, Daniel will demonstrate
how the rigorous application of a process-based approach to research and design, have
provoked discussion, deep collaboration and freed creative experimentation and
expression. With projects which have become iconic, Daniel will illustrate the research,
process and development of tools that have enabled their conception through to final
realization.
The presentation will include examples of work carried out in Academia, which
demonstrate the necessary deep link between research and application, practice and

education. The importance of small prototypical projects will be discussed in relation to
larger projects, as these have served as test-beds for material experimentation,
development of tools and technologies on structures of a larger scale.
In recent years, the development of realtime multi-parametric tools at AKT, has enabled
Daniel’s team to engage with aspects of environmental form-finding. The simulation of
wind and sun effects around building has been built into the toolkit of the Computational
Designer and tested against real examples with the same rigorous “first-principles”
approach that AKT have towards structural design.
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